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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

THE PACT OF AMSTERDAM &
URBAN AGENDA

THE PARTNERSHIP ON INCLUSION
OF MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES

During the Dutch Presidency of the
EU in the first half of 2016 the Pact
of Amsterdam was adopted by EU
ministers of the Interior. It states that
European cities will be more involved
with the creation of EU legislation,
EU funding and knowledge sharing.
The relevance of this involvement
is highlighted by the statistics that
cities and urban areas now house
more than 70% of all Europeans.

Cities are places where integration
happens. They offer great opportunities
for migrants and non-migrants to
interact, be it through working,
studying and raising their families, but
they are also faced with challenges
regarding integration and inclusion.

This simultaneously
makes cities the drivers
of innovation and the
European economy but

EU was created. It aims
to promote cooperation
between Member States,
urban authorities, the

also the battleground
for many of the societal
struggles of the 21st
century. In order to ensure
that this is reflected by
EU legislation, funding
and knowledge sharing,
the Urban Agenda for the

European Commission
and other stakeholders, in
order to stimulate growth,
liveability and innovation in
the urban areas of Europe.

The Urban Agenda is
composed of 12 priority
themes essential to the
development of urban
areas. Each theme has a
dedicated Partnership.
These partnerships bring
together cities, Member
States and European
institutions. Together,
the Urban Agenda for the
EU strives to involve urban
authorities in achieving:

Better Regulation,
Better Funding
and
Better Knowledge.
One of the partnerships
is the Partnership on
Inclusion of Migrants and
Refugees.

More than 60% of refugees
worldwide live in urban
areas. In the future,
this figure will gradually
increase. Migration is a
local reality. Inclusion of
newcomers in cities is
a joint effort of all levels
of government. Cities
need to be ensured that
regulations will have no
negative impact on the
integration of migrants
and refugees, that
opportunities are funded
and that knowledge
exchange on best
practices takes place.
Cities in Europe find

them protection. In order
to encourage a positive
reception work is being
done by local governments
and NGOs to help people
understand migrant and

refugee experiences.
Effective inclusion policies
are put into place at the
urban level to ensure that
potential local and regional
themselves in different
benefits are unleashed,
stages regarding migration including support in finding
and the integration of
jobs, housing, social
migrants and refugees.
services and education.
This is often reflected in
the number of players
For the last four years,
involved in migration
European cities, national
issues as well as the
governments, the
resources a city has or
European Commission and
is willing to allocate to
civil society organisations
address such issues.
have been working
Cities have shown to
together under the Urban
play an important role in
Agenda Partnership on
promoting positive public
Inclusion to develop ideas
perception of migrants
and concrete actions to
and refugees and an
support the integration
understanding among
of refugees and other
the public of the need
migrants in Europe and
and obligation to grant
their cities.
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LABOUR MARKET
Fast access to the
labour market is also a
focus theme essential to
creating autonomy.

RECEPTION
It is essential for the
reception of migrants and
refugees that communities
are properly involved and
informed in the processes
taking place, not least to
minimize the uncertainties
that the local communities
face.

EDUCATION
Moreover, it is essential
that both integration
courses and regular
education for children and
students start as soon
as possible, in order to
improve the integration
process.

HOUSING
Moreover, providing refugees
with housing is an essential
but often difficult first step
towards restoring the
quality of life and autonomy
of migrants and refugees.
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VULNERABLE GROUPS
Lastly, throughout these
focus areas special
attention must be paid
to the extra vulnerable
groups such as children,
women and LGBT
migrants and refugees.

RECOMMENDATIONS
ON THE PROTECTION OF
UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
This project aims
to contribute to
the protection of
unaccompanied
minors by developing
recommendations on
actions needed at local,
national and European
level to better integrate
unaccompanied minors,
from the perspective of
European cities.
ESTABLISHMENT OF FINANCIAL
BLENDING FACILITIES FOR
CITIES AND SMES
This project consists
of combining AMIF
resources with EIB
urban lending, which
would be channelled
directly to cities. The
aim is to help cities gain
more direct access
to EU funds targeting
migrant and refugee
integration. It also aims
to make microcredits
more accessible to help
establish and encourage
migrant businesses.

BETTER KNOWLEDGE

To frame its work, the
Partnership on the
inclusion of migrants and
refugees identified five
thematic areas:

For each of the mentioned
themes, the Partnership
identified bottlenecks
and potentials through
in-depth research
and analytical work.
In addition to that, the
Partnership organised
two large conferences in
Amsterdam and Berlin
involving cities across the
EU and other stakeholders
to discuss the bottlenecks
identified and find together
possible solutions.
Finally, a conference was
organised on 17/18 May
2017 to gather the inputs
and views of migrants
and refugees on possible
actions to be put in place
by the Partnership. All
this preparatory work
helped identify the actions
to be included in the
Partnership’s Action Plan.

BETTER FUNDING

As stated in the Pact of Amsterdam
the objective of the Partnership is to
“Manage the integration of incoming
migrants and refugees (extra-EU)
and to provide a framework for their
inclusion”.

IMPROVING ACCESS FOR CITIES
TO EU INTEGRATION FUNDING
The project aimed at
drafting proposals
to reduce regulatory
and practical barriers
for cities and local
authorities, while
promoting tools to
guarantee a better
access to EU integration
funding.
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN
URBAN ACADEMY ON
INTEGRATION STRATEGIES
The Urban Academy on
Integration Strategies
is an innovative tool to
promote exchanges
and mutual learning
on different aspects of
integration between
policy makers from
different level of
governance, with a focus
on the local level.

BETTER REGULATION

THE FOCUS AREAS

BETTER KNOWLEDGE

THE OBJECTIVES

BETTER FUNDING

INTRODUCTION

BETTER REGULATION

INTRODUCTION

EVIDENCE BASED INTEGRATION
POLICIES IN CITIES
This project addresses
the need for more
evidence-based
integration policies in
cities. The objective is
the creation of a Europewide knowledge base on
migrant integration at
the urban/regional level
according to cities’ needs
and a European toolbox
for evidence-based local
integration policies.
ESTABLISHMENT OF EUROPEAN
MIGRANT ADVISORY BOARD
The ‘European Migrant
Advisory Board’ (EMAB)
aims at being a broad
and inclusive platform
made up of advisors with
refugee and immigrant
backgrounds increasing
the participation of
refugees and immigrants
in different policymaking processes,
trainings and activities to
enhance knowledge and
capacity to promote the
integration of migrants
and refugees.
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INTRODUCTION

PROGRESS SUMMARY

PROGRESS SUMMARY

ACCESS TO EU INTEGRATION FUNDING FOR CITIES

WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT:
Inclusionpartnership.com/
Integration-funding

These pages summarise the wide range of works completed over the last 4 years of
the partnership around the focus areas. More in depth details on each are included in
this document as well as links to all produced reports, content and deliverables.
PROGRESS SUMMARY
PROGRESS SUMMARY

REPORT OUTCOMES
The report was delivered
and a number of outcomes recorded.

ACADEMY IN INTEGRATION STRATEGIES

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS
WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT:
Inclusionpartnership.com/urban-academy

WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT:
Inclusionpartnership.com/unaccompanied-minors
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations were
developed for cities,
member states and the
EU commission on how to
protect children in mirgation.

PROGRESS SUMMARY

REPORT CREATION
The Action drafted proposals to reduce barriers
for cities and local authorities to access European
Funding

ALLOCATED BUDGET
AMIF Funding has been
allocated specifically for
unaccompanied minors.

CONFERENCES ON THE TOPIC
April 2018 hosted the Lost
in Migration Conference.
The 4th Dec 2018 Joint
Conference had a dedicated workshop on this topic.

FINANCIAL BLENDING & MICRO FINANCE

1ST URBAN ACADEMY RAN
The first ever Urban Academy ran in Brussels in April
2018.

PROGRESS SUMMARY

2ND URBAN ACADEMY RAN
The second Urban Academy ran in Brussels in April
2018.

TO BECOME ANNUAL EVENT
The Urban Academy has
become an annual event
funded by DG Home and
Migration.

EVIDENCE BASED INTEGRATION POLICIES IN CITIES

WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT: RECOMMENDATIONS DEVELOPED:
Inclusionpartnership.com/ A large group of data experts worked on a joint set of
urban-indicators
recommendations on how to use data for integration
policies.

WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT:
Inclusionpartnership.com/financial-blending-and-micro-finance
LEGISLATION WORK
A large amount of work
went into preparing a
range of legislation work
to begin Financial Blending
Instruments.
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REPORT
A full report from ECORYs
was written on the topic.

MICRO FINANCE - €1.000,000
PILOT
A 1 million pilot has been
launched for migrant
entrepeneurs funded by
theCommission and the
European Investment
Bank.

PROGRESS SUMMARY

EUROPEAN MIGRANT ADVISORY BOARD

WATCH THE VIDEO AND MORE AT:
Inclusionpartnership.com/
EMAB

SET UP AND ESTABLISHED
The board was founded
with the main objective
to make EU policies on
integration and migration
more inclusive and democratic.

500 REFUGEE REPORT
A report conducted by the
board with 500 refugees
was created.
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FOCUS AREA 1

PROTECTING
THE RIGHTS OF
CHILDREN IN
MIGRATION
12

UNACCOMPANIED
MINORS
PROJECT LEADER
CEMR and The City of Amsterdam
OBJECTIVE
Better Regulation
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:

Inclusionpartnership.com/unaccompanied-minors
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INTRODUCTION

According to UNHCR, 35%
of migrants entering the EU
since 1 January 2016 are
children. Many of them travel unaccompanied. In 2017
there were 31,800 asylum
applications in the EU - 28
from unaccompanied minors. Unaccompanied minors accounted for 15% of
all asylum applicants aged
less than 18.
Protecting the rights of children in migration and ensuring their integration is
important for cities. Not only to be compliant to the universal rights of any child,
but also to prevent the intergenerational
transmission of disadvantage , which
increases the levels of poverty and social
exclusion and undermines local social
cohesion.
In January 2016 Europol announced that
more than 10,000 refugee children have
gone missing since arriving in Europe.
There should be no principle discussion
between local, national and European
stakeholders on agreeing to set the European target to zero children in migration
going missing: Europe should be a safe
harbour for them.
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OUTCOME 1 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

This project aims at elaborating recommendations on actions needed at local, national and European level to better
integrate unaccompanied minors, from the perspective of
European cities. Based on inputs from an external expert,
policy recommendations have been developed. The main
recommendations are:
BRIDGE THE GAPS
We urgently need to bridge the gaps and

abuse. Law enforcement should be
trained to ensure that all cases of miss-

pitfalls in our data- and monitoring systems on children in migration.

ing migrant children trigger appropriate
responses.

RECEPTION & ACCOMMODATION
The integration of children who arrive
unaccompanied to Europe and in our cities, require substantial investments. This
covers reception and accommodation facilities (physical infrastructure) as well as
a wide range of targeted and highly specialised services (information and communication, health services, psychosocial
assistance, education, and so forth).

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENTS
Additional investments should also be
made to bring the exchange of know-how
and good practices to a higher level in
Europe, on any professional activity that
may be relevant: age-assessment, guardianship, education, housing, health-support, psycho-social assistance.

BETTER COOPERATION
We need better and more cooperation
between all levels of public authorities
and agencies to ensure the prevention of
child disappearances. All professionals
working with children (reception centres
staff, law enforcement, immigration and
asylum authorities, health professionals,
carers and school personnel) should
be trained in the early identification of
victims of trafficking, exploitation and

FINAL DELIVERY
The mayor of Amsterdam has send the
recommendations to the European Parliament, The Fundamental Rights Agency
and relevant European Commissioners.
The Partnership on the Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees is currently developing further with relevant stakeholders
the proposal to test guardianship-arrangements is some European cities to
overcome the 18- 18+ bottleneck, which
proves to be a vulnerable point in the protection-structure of children in migration.
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OUTCOME 2

LOST IN MIGRATION CONFERENCE

OUTCOME 4

Putting the topic of Unaccompanied
Minors on the EU Agenda: Conference
Lost in Migration
On 11 April 2018, the Partnership hosted a workshop
at the Lost in Migration II
Conference in Brussels.
The conference, organised by Missing Children
Europe and the Maltese

NGOs, universities and
research institutes, European institutions, international organisations,
and policy-makers from
various governmental
levels. The Partnership’s

President’s Foundation for
the Wellbeing of Society,
focused on the role of local
authorities and followed
an earlier edition held in
2017. It brought together

workshop aimed at fostering exchange between
European municipalities
in addressing the needs
of children in migration.
Representatives from the

OUTCOME 3

The input collected fed
into the recommendations
concerning the protection
of children in migration.

AMIF Annual Work Programme 2019:
Protection of Children in Migration
The protection of Children
in migration will one of
the priorities of the call
for proposals under the
EU Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund in 2019.
Even though it is possible
in several Member States
to provide children alternatives to detention, in
practice these alternatives
are either not used or used

in a limited way. In April
2017 The European Commission communicated
that EU funding must contribute to the protection
of children in migration.
Alternative care systems,
including family-based
care, foster care, and
supervised independent
living arrangements, have
expanded in recent years

in the EU, and the access
of migrant children to such
forms of care should be
prioritised. Activities that
can be funded by the EU
include exchange of good
practices, logistic support
for the implementation,
expansion and improvement of alternative care
systems for migrant children and projects aimed
to facilitate the integration
of migrant children in the
host communities.

CONFERENCES ON THIS TOPIC

The focus area of Unaccompanied Minors had a dedicated workshop at the
Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees
Conference.
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cities of Antwerp, Ghent,
Rotterdam, and Strömsund presented their
approaches, policies and
projects around the two
workshop topics:
• Education, guardianship, psychological
care and
• Reception and housing
of young refugees/children in migration.

ALLOCATED FINANCE

The workshop discussed
the recommendations for
local and central levels as
well as DG REGIO of the
European Commission
presented how they have
advanced in the work on

dations for the European
level, the next steps to
implementation and elaborated on the strategies to
communicate them to the
different stakeholders and
decision-makers at all lev-

segregation. The second
part of the workshop
discussed; the recommen-

els of government. Among
other questions, the following topics were discussed:

•

Which are the main gaps with
respect to migrant children
protection at the local level?

•

What can cities do, considering their competences (funding, regulation and knowledge exchange), to improve
the integration of migrant
children at the local level?

•

Which are the main gaps with
respect to migrant children
protection at the national
level?

•

What are the main challenges
and gaps at the EU level in order to better protect children
in migration?
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FOCUS AREA 2

COMBINED
GRANTS AND LOANS
FOR BETTER ACCESS
TO FINANCE
18

FINANCIAL
BLENDING &
MICRO FINANCE
PROJECT LEADER
EIB Group
OBJECTIVE
Better Funding
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:
Inclusionpartnership.com/financial-blending-and-micro-finance
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INTRODUCTION

FINANCIAL BLENDING & MICRO FINANCE

A number of funding instruments are available to
address issues related to
migration flows. However,
most of them are not directly accessible to cities. At
city level, there is an urgent
need to invest in different
forms of social infrastructure in order to address
longer-term integration
challenges.
However, the necessary measures often
do not generate revenue, and there is a
lack of incentives or delivery mechanisms
for financial institutions to offer loans and
grant funding for inclusion measures.
This has caused the urban partnership on
inclusion of migrant and refuges to propose an action to establish a new flexible
financing instrument providing direct
finance to cities.

between the EIB and the European Commission for the future development of such
an Inclusion Blending Facility under the
new multi-annual financial framework.
The Establishment of Financial Blending
Facilities for cities and SMEs can help to
address the identified financing gaps and
establish synergies. This Inclusion Blending
Facility should enable to combine resources
from AMIF and possibly also other EU-funds
(like ESIF) with EIB loans or other EIB Group
instruments (especially in relation to microfinance and social impact), which would
make financing directly available to cities
and/or financial intermediaries to implement
investments and actions targeted to migrant
and refugee inclusion alongside financing for
other investments in the city budget.
The implementation is on a voluntary basis
and does not replace other instruments.
The Inclusion Blending Facility would potentially finance a wide typology of projects, including financial and non-financial
types of support, such as housing provision, healthcare infrastructure, initiatives

to stimulate job creation and entrepreneurship and institutional capacity building, all
To assess the need for such a new facility as part of an integrated investment proa market testing exercise was carried out, gramme. It is recommended that the Incluto assess cities’ needs and to enable the
sion Blending Facility offers a suitable varidesign of such an instrument. The marety of financial products, including equity,
ket study, (“Market testing for the EU-EIB loans and guarantees at favourable financial
Blending Facility For Inclusion Of Migrants conditions and adequate tenors, building on
And Refugees”) carried out by the EIB
the experience from other financial instruand Ecorys formed part of the negotiation ments and ensuring added value.
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KEY TIMELINE
MAY 17
EIB Group proposes
two Actions within the
Partnership’s Action Plan
under the Better Funding pillar
JUN 17
Start of Market testing
exercise for the Inclusion
Blending Facility
DEC 17
Finalisation of Market testing
exercise
JAN 18
Partnership’s adoption of
report’s conclusions and
recommendations, and start of
still ongoing talks with DG Home
about a possible implementation
(including legislative actions)
JUN 18
EC proposes new AMIF
regulation for the next MFF
which would allow to create
an Inclusion Blending Facility
DEC 18
Presentation of the
Inclusion Blending Facility
as well as of the EaSI BDS
Pilot for Microfinance at
the Partnership’s Final
Conference
MAR 19
First Microfinance Workshop
organised by the city of
Barcelona

OUTCOME 1

LEGISLATION WORK

New Legislative recommendations
are being discussed that will enable the implementation of an Inclusion Blending Facility for cities.
The Inclusion Blending Facility should enable to
blend EU grants with loans (from EIB or other international financing institutions) to make financing directly available to cities and financial intermediaries to implement investments for migrant
and refugee inclusion.
Funds mobilised through the Inclusion Blending Facility would be targeted at several priority
areas, from infrastructure investments to social
inclusion policies. It would potentially finance a
wide typology of projects, including financial and
non-financial types of support, such as housing
provision, healthcare infrastructure, initiatives
to stimulate job creation and entrepreneurship,
and institutional capacity building, all as part of an
integrated investment programme.
It is recommended that the Inclusion Blending Facility offers a suitable variety of financial products
at favourable conditions, building on the experience from other financial instruments and ensuring added value. This evidence contributes to the
ongoing discussions on the legislative package for
the next programming period (2021-2027) which
will set the conditions for funding (including allowing an Inclusion Blending Facility for cities) after
2020.
Although the EC proposal for the AMIF regulation
foresees the possibility to create such a facility,
the negotiations between Council and European
Parliament are still on-going, and the final text will
probably be known in 2020.
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DOWNLOAD REPORT HERE

OUTCOMES FULL REPORT CREATED

A report on Financial Blending for Cities was conducted by
EIB and ECORYS. Multiple interviews were conducted in 17
Cities across the EU. Below is a summary of some of the
findings:
CITIES WELCOMING REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS:
GENERAL CHALLENGES AND NEEDS
As an overarching challenge, many interviewed cities reported a need for political
will and political commitment towards
the reception and integration of migrants
and refugees. Cities also highlighted the
importance of working within clear policy
contexts on immigration, including clearly outlined financial means and guidelines. Similarly, a number of interviewed
cities reported the need for a more human-centred approach in comparison
to the current system of integration and
perception of migrants and refugees.
At a more practical level, interviewed
cities reported a number of specific challenges with:
• Housing - Providing adequate and
affordable housing for migrants
• Employment - Enabling migrants and
refugees access to the job market.
• Health and well-being
• Integration activities
• Capacity building cities - human
resources and funding-related knowledge expertise is perceived as a fundamental element.
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CITIES SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO
FUNDING
Cities underlined several aspects of the
current financing system that impair the
securing of the funding necessary for
projects targeting the inclusion of migrants and refugees. Based on the interviews, below a set of recommendations
on how to address such shortcomings is
outlined:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure direct access to funding
Involve cities and target groups in decision-making procedures on funding
Increase flexibility in funding allocation and use
Consider ad-hoc investments in key
areas
Simplify administrative requirements
to access funds
Cover administrative expenses
Coordination across stakeholders
Provision of other (non-financial) public sector support

“

INTEGRATION IS NOT
ONLY ABOUT
LEARNING A
LANGUAGE OR
ADAPTING
YOURSELF TO THE
CULTURE, IT IS
ABOUT GETTING THE
RIGHT ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES
Refugee Living in the Netherlands

”
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INTRODUCTION

MICRO FINANCE

OUTCOME 1

Microfinance can play an important role in giving migrant
entrepreneurs access to finance, helping them develop
their own businesses, fostering their inclusion into the
host community.
Microfinance is an integrated approach,
combining financial services with business development services (training,
mentoring, coaching) in a dedicated
effort to enhance the access to finance
for vulnerable groups, including migrants
and refugees.
Migrants and refugees often encounter
problems accessing banking loans for
a variety of reasons such as lack of familiarity with administrative and legal
requirements to start a business in the
host country, lack of credit history or
secure legal status, lack of proper collaterals. The Partnership on the Inclusion of
Migrants and Refugees wants to tackle
these issues by fostering the blending of
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EU grants (e.g. from the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) or the
European Social Fund (ESF)) with loans,
making funding more directly available
to cities to implement various programs
for migrant and refugee inclusion and by
making microfinance more available to
migrants and refugees.
Several cities (Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona, Berlin, and Helsinki) are planning
microfinance dedicated workshops.
These workshops will allow local authorities to present and discuss concrete
measures supporting microfinance with
partners, financial intermediaries (e.g.
banks, microfinancing institutes), stakeholders and migrants.

€1,000,000 PILOT

€1,000,000 Pilot for Migrant Entrepeneurs
One of the key objectives of the EU programme for Employment and Social
Innovation (EaSI) is to stimulate the
financial and social inclusion of borrowers
wishing to set-up or develop their micro-enterprises and who may have limited or no access to the conventional credit
market. Under the EaSI financial Instruments, the offering of non-financial support in the form of business development
services (“BDS”) as a complement to the
microloan disbursed to micro-borrowers
and micro-enterprises, is an important
requirement for selected financial intermediaries.
As part of the EaSI programme, the EU
has launched in January 2018, an EUR
1 million pilot, aimed at strengthening
the provision of BDS to refugees and

migrants. This pilot provides partial
coverage for the costs incurred by intermediaries when providing such services
for migrants and refugees, with the aim to
boost entrepreneurship amongst these
vulnerable groups.
Concretely, financial institutions that
have entered into an EaSI Microfinance
Guarantee agreement will be eligible for a
lump-sum of EUR 400 for each migrant/
refugee that received BDS associated
with a microloan. The maximum aggregate amount of BDS Support payable to a
single financial Institution shall be set out
in the relevant Guarantee Agreement but,
in any event, it shall not exceed
EUR 100 000 .
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EVENT 1

10/11 NOVEMBER 2016

Working Conference on Reception &
Housing of Migrants and Refugees
10 & 11th November 2016
The conference was organized by the Partnership to formulate
focus areas on what the partnership should focus its work on.
The structure of this conference was the same as the one in
Berlin. Also 2 scoping papers, one wrote by Housing Europe,
one by Migration Policy Group.

The former mayor of Amsterdam Eberhard van der
Laan, opened the confer-

ers joined the debate
and took part in thematic
workshops. The working

ence emphasising cities
receiving many refugees
should get better access to
European funds, and cities
should make better use of
the expertise and knowledge of NGOs. Keynotes
were given by Marc Calon,
President of Housing
Europe, and Juan Diego
Catalano, member of the
city council of Palermo.

groups on housing focused on the accessibility
of housing and capacity
building, while the working
groups on reception dealt
with health care and early
integration.

More than 100 experts,
policy makers, status
holders and social work-
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Participants were invited to
join a site visit in Amsterdam to BOOST Ringdijk
(reception) or Riekerhaven
(housing) - both examples
of providing an alternative
and creative way of receiving and housing refugees.

The conference yielded
that cities should get more
direct access to European
funds and that funding
should be more flexible
both for cities and NGOs.
Moreover, it was mentioned that certain legal
regulations require improved clarity and adaption in order to provide a
more comprehensive set
of rules enabling social
cohesion and integration.
Another solution related to
knowledge exchange was
setting up online platforms
to link cities with the same
characteristics and challenges, but also to make
better use of existing platforms and networks, such
as URBACT or EUROCITIES’ Solidarity Cities.
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FOCUS AREA 3

PROVIDING
BETTER ACCESS TO
FUNDING
FOR CITIES
28

ACCESS TO EU
INTEGRATION
FUNDING
PROJECT LEADER
EUROCITIES
OBJECTIVE
Better Funding
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:

Inclusionpartnership.com/Integration-funding
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INTRODUCTION

Helsinki received 36,000
asylum seekers within eight
months in 2015 but was
granted no aid from the government despite the state
obtaining EU emergency
funds. Instead, the city had
to rely largely on a network
of volunteers given the need
to address immediate demands of refugees and find
an additional €10 million
from its own budget.

KEY TIMELINE
Cities have a key role in integration, in
arrival, transit and destination countries
in Europe are in a central position regarding the social, humanitarian and financial
challenges caused by migration. They
have a particular role in guaranteeing basic protection to asylum applicants and
in the reception and integration of newcomers in our society. Our cities are also
the places where most asylum seekers
wait for a decision on their asylum claim
and where services (i.e. houses, schools,
health, employments, etc.) are to be provided to them.

The Partners published their recommendation paper for improving
cities’ use of and access to integration funding. The paper describes
existing barriers in cities’ access to EU funds for integration and gives
recommendations for better access to integration funding in the post2020 programming period.
MAR 18

The former mayor of Amsterdam communicated the Partnership
recommendations to several European Commissioners and the
European Parliament.
MAY 18

There are many projects for integration
financed with EU funds. Within the current funding-structure integration-projects are funded mainly by the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the
European Social Fund (ESF), and the
Asylum Migration and Integration Fund
(AMIF).
Cities nevertheless encounter various
problems in accessing EU funds for integration, depending on the funds and the
Member States or regions, ranging from
a total lack of relevant calls for proposals
in some Member States, to restrictive
calls for proposals in others (e.g. difficulties to support large scale, long term,
and comprehensive interventions). As a
result, cities have documented difficulties on the access to funding relating to
migrant and refugee reception and integration.
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MAR 18

16th of May 2018 the former mayor/that time acting mayor of Athens
Georgos Kaminis, presented the recommendations on behalf of the
Partnership at a joint hearing in the European Parliament on Assessing
the flow of EU migration funding within the Union”
MAR 19

In March 2019 the European Parliament voted on a report establishing
the future Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) for 20212027. This vote is a first victory for local governments as some of the
Partnership recommendations were taken on board. This included
earmarking, strengthening the cooperation between national and local
governments and guaranteeing direct access to emergency funding.

2019

Currently the negations are taking place at the level of the European
Council and the European Parliament. The Partnership members
are discussing the recommendations with their respective member
states.
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DOWNLOAD REPORT HERE

OUTCOMES REPORT CREATION

www.inclusionreport.com/resources

The project drafted proposals to reduce regulatory and
practical barriers for cities and local authorities, while
promoting tools to guarantee a better access to EU integration funding.
The paper containing recommendations was attached to a letter signed by the Mayor
of Amsterdam and sent to relevant EU Institutions (Presidency of the Council of the
European Union, the First Vice-President of the European Commission, Mr. Frans
Timmermans, several Commissioners of relevant Directorates General, the Committee of the Regions and the European Economic and Social Committee).

The main recommendations are:
•

•
•

•

Include the possibility of granting direct access to emergency assistance
for local governments under AMIF
Ensure a minimum of 10% dedicated
to integration
Strengthen the partnership principle
within the AMIF regulation beyond the
Common Provisions Regulation (CPR)
scope to make sure that local governments and national associations
of local and regional government are
taken into account when designing,
monitoring and evaluating National
Work Programmes (shared management);
Include national associations of local and regional government and/
or urban authorities in partnership
agreement at the national level for the
management of AMIF under shared
management.

•

•

•

The earmarking of AMIF funds dedicated to integration should be increased from 20% to 30%. With a
view to ensure that such resources
would be accessed at the local level,
a principle of conditionality should be
applied to Member States and local
authorities to access these earmarked funds;
Earmarking of ERDF to sustainable
urban development shall be increased
from 5 percent to 10/15 percent, while
ensuring a specific of focus on deprived communities.
The Establishment of Financial Blending Facilities (see action 4).

Further promotion of the recommendations is still foreseen for 2019.

OUTCOMES REPORT OUTCOMES

After the recommendations were sent to the above mentioned recipients, the following outcomes were recorded:
•
•
•

•

Meeting of DG REGIO and Partnership Coordinators with Ms Corina Cretu, European Commissioner for Regional Policy
Letter received from Vice-President Frans Timmermans in response to the letter
of the Mayor of Amsterdam
Hearing of Mr Giorgos Kaminis, Mayor of Athens, by the Committees on Budget,
Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs, and Budgetary Control organised a joint
hearing on “Assessing the flow of EU migration funding within the Union”
The position of the European Parliament on AMIF is a recognition of the great
work of the Partnership on the Inclusion of Refugees and Migrants of the Urban
Agenda for the EU. It is now up to the negotiations between the Council and the
European Parliament to decide which recommendations will be taken on board.

“

NOT MORE MONEY IS
NEEDED, BUT BETTER
AND MORE EFFICIENT
FUNDING. EU FUNDING
NEEDS TO BE ORGANISED
IN SUCH A WAY THAT
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
ARE ENTITLED TO
DISTRIBUTE IT
Georgos Kaminis
Former Mayor of Athens (2010-2019)
at hearing in European Parliament
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EVENT 2 16/17 FEBRUARY 2017

Working Conference on Work &
Education of Migrants and Refugees
16th & 17th February 2017
Organised by the Cities of Amsterdam and Berlin for the Partnership on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees

The Partnership aimed
to consult with experts
from different professional
backgrounds to come to
promote the integration of

bled participants from
different professional
backgrounds, from academics to representatives
of civil society initiatives

migrants and refugees into
European labour markets
and education systems. To
achieve this, the Partnership organised its second working conference,
hosted by the Partnership
member Berlin.

and professionals with
hands-on experience.

The conference was the
second in a row of three
conferences the Partnership organises. It assem-
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Prominent guest speakers such as the Governing
Mayor of Berlin, Michael
Müller, the Berlin Senate
Commissioner for Integration and Migration, Andreas Germershausen, the
President of the Chamber
of Skilled Crafts Berlin,
Stephan Schwarz, and the

EVENT 2
Founding Director of MPI
Europe, Elizabeth Collet,
enriched and fuelled the
discussion with their keynote speeches.
The Migration Policy
Institute (MPI) Europe
had provided two Scoping Papers on work and
on education of migrants
and refugees beforehand.
Based on the bottlenecks
defined in these papers,
participants worked in
four parallel workshops on
the sub-topics ‘changes
in demand’, ‘integrated
service needs’ (related
to education), ‘employer
engagement’, and ‘migrant
entrepreneurship’ (related
to labour market).

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS

Some of the recommendations emerging from the workshops were:
•

Provide cities and local
authorities with direct
access to funding, i.e.
making part of the
AMIF fund resources
directly available to
cities in relation to expenditures concerning
refugee inclusion.

•

Combine different
streams of funding for
integrated services to
achieve a more holistic
approach to service
provision and to funding.

•

Make better use of
the EIF/EaSI mircofinancing instrument
to overcome immigrant-specific barriers
to entrepreneurship.
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FOCUS AREA 4

A CENTRALISED
ACADEMY FOR
LEARNING &
EXCHANGE
PRACTICES
36

ACADEMY IN
INTEGRATION
STRATEGIES
URBAN ACADEMY
PROJECT LEADER
Directorate General for Migration and Home Affairs,
European Commission
OBJECTIVE
Better Knowledge
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:

Inclusionpartnership.com/urban-academy
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INTRODUCTION

The Urban Academy on Integration strategies has the
objective to support learning
and sharing of experiences
between practitioners and
policy makers working on integration at the local, regional
and national level, with a focus on cities.
The Academy has the objective to support learning and sharing of experiences
between practitioners and policy makers working on integration at the local,
regional and national level, with a focus
on cities. It also provides the opportunity
to create networks of peers working on
similar integration issues across Europe,
which can provide advice and support
beyond the Academy itself. It is facilitated and organised as a mix of experts’
input as well as peer exchanges on individual policy dilemmas and professional
challenges between the participants.
Much space is dedicated to discuss and
try to find together innovative solutions
for the challenges participants face in
their city, region or country in the field of
integration.
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“

I GOT SOME
REALLY GOOD
HINTS ABOUT
HOW TO TACKLE
OUR ISSUES.
I THINK SUCH
ACTIVITIES ARE
EYE-OPENING
Participant to the 2nd Urban Academy

”
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OUTCOMES 1ST URBAN ACADEMY (APRIL 2018)

The first edition of the Academy took place in Brussels in
April 2018 and was a great success. In the evaluation survey, 97% of the respondents stated that the event should take
place annually and that they would consider applying again.
The two-day programme featured a field visit to integration projects in Mechelen, Belgium, and provided plenty of room for dilemma-based exchange between the participants in their respective fields of work. Participants got together with members of the
European Integration Network and with several experts including from the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture, Migration Policy Group and the Migration Policy Institute Europe. Migration Work facilitated
the event and its two core modules - education in relation to integration and working
effectively with civil society.
Note: The event was organised by the Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs. The Joint
Research Centre contributed to the Academy by developing an academic reader on the two topics of
the Academy and providing rapporteurs for the sessions. The ambition is to make the Urban Academy
an annual event covering different challenges concerning the inclusion of migrants and refugees.

Main Findings and Recommendations
Participants were very positive about the
Academy. 97% of the participants said
that the event should take place annually
and would consider applying again. There
are, however, some recommendations
that can be made for the overall guidance
of the participants:
• One recommendation is to continue the support of the participants
throughout the year. DG Home could,
for example, set up an online workspace or bulletin board. This way,
participants stay connected and can
continue to exchange information and
best practices.
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•

•
•

Another way of supporting the network is by organising a webinar in 6
months’ time to discuss the progress
participants made.
It could also be interesting to divide
the participants into smaller session
Working groups that can continue to
support each other in the long run.

OUTCOMES 2ND URBAN ACADEMY (MAY 2019)

The second Urban Academy on integration took place on 21-22
May in Antwerp, Belgium. It gathered more than 60 participants from European cities, regions and national governments
to discuss how to improve migrants’ integration into the labour market and make housing policies more inclusive.
Participants discussed common challenges such as discrimination on the labour
and housing market, difficulties in validation of skills and in engaging local employers
and looked together for possible solutions. They also visited the agency of the city of
Antwerp providing integrated services to newcomers and an innovative co-housing
project between unaccompanied minors and young people from Antwerp.

Main Findings and Recommendations
The second academy confirmed the usefulness of supporting exchanges on concrete
integration issues between cities, regions and national authorities. Some of the solutions proposed regard the need to involve all key actors when designing and implementing integration policies, the importance of linking housing policies with other
integration services and the value of involving private actors such as employers.

OUTCOMES THE FUTURE

After the huge success of both events, it’s now been decided that the Urban Academy will become an annual event
organised by DG Migration and Home Affairs of the EU
Commission.
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FOCUS AREA 5

EVIDENCE
BASED
INTEGRATION
POLICIES
IN CITIES
42

EVIDENCE BASED
INTEGRATION
URBAN
INDICATORS
PROJECT LEADER
MPG
OBJECTIVE
Better Regulation
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:

Inclusionpartnership.com/urban-indicators
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INTRODUCTION

One of the Common Basic
Principles for Immigrant
Integration Policy in the EU
states that developing clear
goals, indicators and evaluation mechanisms are necessary to adjust policy, evaluate progress on integration
and to make the exchange of
information more effective.
Evidence-based policy-making in the
integration field has become a key
objective across EU countries.
Considerable progress has been made
across all levels; however, on local level
the Urban Agenda Partnership on Inclusion of Migrant and Refugees has identified specific challenges and bottlenecks:

OUTCOMES RECOMMENDATIONS
This Action addresses the need for more
evidence-based integration policies in
cities. The objective is the creation of a
Europe-wide knowledge base on migrant
integration at the urban/regional level
according to cities’ needs and a European toolbox for evidence-based local
integration policies. The final output of
the Action is the ‘Options Report of the
(better data) action on evidence-based
policy-making’. From November 2017 to
October 2018, a structured reflection

Nine recommendations have been put forward by the
Action ‘Facilitating evidence-based integration
policies in cities’.

and development process took place
through regular meetings of a Stakeholder Working Group.

The Option Report Calls to:

KEY TIMELINE

Stakeholder Working Group 1:
Kick-off & work programme

22 Nov 17
FEB 18

Eurostat migrant integration
employment and education
regional series available

16 FEB 18

•
•

•
•

Uneven availability of migrant integration statistics on local level
Increased attention for data on urban/regional level, but need for cities’
involvement, exchange and synergies
No comparable integration indicators
on urban-regional level
Few knowledge transfer among cities
on evidence-based integration policy-making

23 APR 18

3 OCT 18

4 DEC 18

Stakeholder Working Group 2:
EU instruments & cooperation
for analysis of immigrant integration in cities
Stakeholder Working Group 3:
Integration data, monitoring &
evidence-based policies in cities
Stakeholder Working Group 4: Draft
recommendations & way forward
Presentation of recommendations
& outreach at the Partnership
Conference

13 FEB 19 Release of finalised Options
Report
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Emerging from a Working Group bringing together cities and EU data stakeholders,
they are a roadmap for the way forward with regard to integration data on urban-regional level, the role of cities in European statistics on integration and migration, and
increased know-how transfer among cities. With this, the Partnership Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees responds to the need for an improved knowledge base for cities’
integration policies, including reliable data, monitoring systems and other tools.

EU INDICATORS
Include but also go beyond
existing EU indicators for
common indicators on
urban/regional level and
develop them through
multi-level cooperation

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT
Aim for a most comprehensive assessment in
urban regions & fully capitalise on major trends in
data gathering

NEW EU STATISTICS REGULATION
Make use of the new possibilities resulting from the
Integrated European Social Statistics Framework
Regulation

LABOUR FORCE SURVEY
Concentrate on the Labour
Force Survey (LFS) as a
primary and up-to-date
data source, and to exploit
it as much as possible

INCENTIVES FOR MEMBER STATES
Explore and create incentives for National Statistical Institutions to increase
sample sizes and/or
oversample cities, and to
make EU funding available
for this

MULTI-LEVEL COMMUNICATION
Develop the ownership of
cities in EU-wide data, and
improve multi-level communication among data
providers and -users

SOCIAL SURVEYS
Exploit existing surveys
with regard to the urban
level, and improve the relevance for cities of future
editions

AWARENESS RAISING
Enhance knowledge management and dissemination of EU data and tools;

KNOW-HOW TRANSFER
Facilitate know-how transfer and exchange between
cities and use of related EU
funding opportunities
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OUTCOMES RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

In parallel to the discussions of the Stakeholder Working Group, and as a key step
towards better availability of comparable integration data on urban-regional level,
Eurostat has been testing the possibility of publication, to the widest possible extent,
of the existing EU integration indicators on regional level and by ‘degree of urbanisation’. As a result, Eurostat has already started to publish new data on integration
outcomes at these infra-national levels and scales, as well as a related Statistics
Explained analysis focused on employment.

OUTCOMES RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)
This graph (pictured right) taken from the report outlines that in cities, the lowest
activity rates tended to be recorded among non-EU citizens
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EVENT 3 17TH MAY 2017

EVENT 3

Working Conference on Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees
17th May 2017
For Migrants and Refugees, with Migrants and Refugees
A well-known and often
criticised issue in policy-making is that the
targeted groups do not
have sufficient opportunities to influence the
design, formulation and
implementation of policies
affecting their daily lives.
This criticism has often
been applied to policies
regarding immigration and
the integration of newcomers to European societies.
This is why the Partnership
on Inclusion of Migrants
and Refugees built a Working Conference, held on
17 May in Amsterdam,
around a group of people
most affected by such
policies: (former) migrants
and refugees themselves.
The event built on the
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insights gained via expert
consultations during the
last two Working Conferences. It asked people
with migration and refugee experiences to share
their stories. The problems encountered by the
participants, as well as
possible solutions, formed
the heart of the thematic
workshops. At the conference the idea of EMAB was
launched (from then on we
started the applications).
Another exceptional
feature of this Working
Conference is that the
outcomes of the workshops on the topics reception, housing, education
and work are available as
illustrations. Ink Strategy
has done a great job trans-

lating the main discussion
elements into small pieces
of art.

OUTCOMES

With 130 participants covering a wide range of both European countries and countries of origin of many refugees
and migrants in Europe, the conference pooled an enormous and valuable amount of experiences and knowledge.
You can find the Solutions and work completed by Ink
Strategy with the buttons below:

WHAT WAS DISCUSSED?
The topics brought up by
(former) refugees and
migrants were similar
to those identified in the
earlier Partnership work.
Among other things, the
participants highlighted
the central role of language and of peer-to-peer
exchange, the need for
stronger transparency in
bureaucratic procedures
concerning refugees’
rights and obligations,
the importance of attitude change in welcoming
societies, and the need for
adequate competences
and resources on the local
level of government.
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FOCUS AREA 6

WITH MIGRANTS
AND REFUGEES
BY MIGRANTS AND
REFUGEES
50

EUROPEAN
MIGRANT
ADVISORY BOARD
PROJECT LEADER
City of Amsterdam
OBJECTIVE
Better Knowledge
SEE THIS ON THE WEBSITE:

Inclusionpartnership.com/EMAB
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INTRODUCTION

In the presence of several
integration policies failing to
hit the mark, there is an undeniable need to better manage
the involvement of immigrants
and refugees in policy-making
processes. For this purpose,
the Partnership on Inclusion
of Migrants and Refugees has
established the European Migrant Advisory Board (EMAB)
as one of its actions.
The Board is a self-led group of advisors with refugee and immigrant backgrounds, working together to increase
the participation of refugees and immigrants in different policy-making processes affecting their access to rights.
The Board has four objectives:
• To present the interest of refugees
and immigrants through participation
in policy debates and processes at
local, national, and European levels;
• To ensure and promote refugees’ and
immigrants’ access to rights;
• To contribute to building a positive
narrative on immigration and asylum;
• To advise on refugee and immigrant-related policies.

KEY TIMELINE
The nine Board members from:
Amsterdam, Athens, Bamberg, Barcelona, Berlin, Brussels, Helsinki, Italy and
Lisbon provide advice on immigration
and asylum-related policies to the Partnership.

March 2018:
European Migrant
Advisory board Start

June 2018
The EMAB wants to contribute to ending
all forms of discrimination and stands
for universal human rights, equality and
equity for all groups, and meaningful political and social participation.

Training and
planning

2018 marked the start of the EMAB’s
work. Three Board meetings and trainings (5-9 March, Brussels, 14-18 May,
Amsterdam & 18-24 June, Brussels) contributed to shaping the Board’s common
vision. The Board’s meeting and activities
are often organised back-to-back with
the Partnership’s meetings. The current
board will end in June 2019 and in 2020
EMAB 2 will start. The Partnership in currently working on the proposal for board
EMAB 2 based on the evaluation of the
first year.

Implementing “Ask The
People” Consultation around
Europe.

Sep - Dec 2018

March 2019
Launch of the
Consultation
Report in Brussels
European advocacy
in Brussels with
EU institutions and
NGOs.

June 2019
Evaluation and
closing.

2019
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EU MIGRANT ADVISORY BOARD PART 2

How should the second
European Migrant Advisory
Board look?
Based on the recommendations of the
first pilot board a new board will be set
up. The aim is that the new board start in
the beginning of 2020 and becomes an
official member of the Partnership. The
objectives of the board will be:

1. To represent migrants and refugees’
interest in Europe through:
A - Building and consulting a wider informal network of MR-led organisations,
B - Participating in policy debates and
processes on the European level
2 To advice on more efficient, inclusive
and sustainable MR friendly policies,
in order to ensure and promote migrants and refugees’ access to rights
in their communities in Europe,
3 - To combat hate speech and extremism by building a positive and empowering narrative about migration
and asylum and showcasing migrant
and refugee expertise.

“

THE PEOPLE WHO
ARE ACTUALLY
AFFECTED BY
MIGRATION POLICIES
NEED TO BE INVITED
TO THE TABLE
AND INCLUDED IN
THE STRUCTURE.
Namarig Abkr - Board Member

”

CAN PULL A PHOTO FROM
BROLL FOOTAGE IN BCN
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OUTCOMES ASK THE PEOPLE SURVEY

OUTCOMES ASK THE PEOPLE SURVEY

Ask the People is a consultation organized by the European Migrant Advisory Board (EMAB). It involved over 500
migrants and refugees in seven EU countries and was conducted between September and December 2018.
FOCUS AREAS
The consultation focused on eight areas:
integration, access to the labour market,
housing, higher education, participation,
the situation of unaccompanied minors,
microcredit, and the EU Action Plan on
Return. Board members chose these topics as key issues based on the members’
first-hand experience.
GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS
The geographical focus of the consultation reflects the city and country members of the Partnership as well as the
places were the EMAB members work
and live: Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy,
the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain.

THE RESULTS
The results demonstrate that migrants
and refugees have the experience and
expertise to inform public debates and to
ensure better policy making. Currently,
experts who have experience as migrants
and refugees are under represented in
decision-making processes. The practice
of tokenism, i.e. making only symbolic
efforts to be inclusive to migrants and
refugees, is widespread. The EMAB has
gained insights into what meaningful participation can look like and provides recommendations about how organisations
and policymakers can be more inclusive.
The consultation has highlighted the
clear need for European institutions and
organisations to make greater efforts to
consult and involve newcomers through
“structured participation” so that their
inclusion is truly effective.

“
DISCRIMINATION IS A DAILY EXPERIENCE
FOR ME AND FOR MY FELLOW MIGRANTS AND
REFUGEES WHETHER IN SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS,
ON THE STREETS IN TRAINS, BUSES.
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“

Refugee Living in Spain

A summary of some of the findings on all of the key topics
from the consultation are detailed below:
Housing
The consultation found that employment
opportunities and integration are severely undermined when migrants are allocated housing outside city centres with
limited access to essential services and
public transport. Participants reported
widespread discriminatory attitudes by
landlords.

The EMAB recommends that housing
should meet minimum standards for dignified living, be close to services and have
good transportation links. To avoid stigmatisation, migrants should be housed in
mixed neighbourhoods.

Integration
Most respondents experienced discrimination, and were very dissatisfied with the
integration services provided in their host country. The EMAB recommends that governments prioritise language learning to facilitate social and economic integration,
and that governments provide multi-lingual information to increase access to public
services.

71%
Are very dissatisfied with
the integration services
provided.

73%

Say the quality of skills assessment services for refugees and
migrants is inadequate

81%

63%

Believe that host countries
need to improve access to, and
quality of, vocational and onthe-job training

Want improvements in the
quality of language courses
that are practical and focus on
migrants’ needs
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OUTCOMES ASK THE PEOPLE SURVEY

OUTCOMES ASK THE PEOPLE SURVEY

Employment

Unaccompanied Minors

Participation

Higher Education

Of online survey participants, 34 percent
of respondents were out of work, 65
percent said they were not satisfied with
vocational training courses offered to
them, while 50 percent found it difficult
to find suitable work close to their area
of residence. A large number of migrants
and refugees identified two main challenges in accessing employment: support
for learning the local language and having
their qualifications recognised. Other
common themes were low wages and unrealistic skills requirements by employers.

Many respondents said that those who
arrived as unaccompanied minors did not
feel sufficiently protected and had experienced discrimination or racism when
undergoing age assessment.

The online survey revealed that host
countries only fully recognised a minority
of participants’ university degrees.

The EMAB recommends that employers
lower language requirements for labour
market entry and make skills recognition
processes more accessible, effective and
equitable. Employers and government
should also give more attention to improving women’s access to employment.

Microcredit

Participation of refugees and migrants
in political decision-making and policy
formulation is generally quite low. The
consultation found that the tone of political discussion about migration and
integration in host countries was quite
negative.
The EMAB recommends that governments and local authorities carry out
regular consultations with migrants and
refugees and community organisations,
especially prior to amending policies
affecting their legal status or well-being,
and that they develop strategies and
platforms to engage host communities
and refugee groups to promote social cohesion and diversity. To avoid tokenism,
“structured participation” models should
be adopted by EU, national and regional
institutions, which provide the necessary
means, space, opportunity, and support.
NGOs that represent refugees and migrants should also lead by example in
their own recruitment and promotion

The EMAB recommends that tutors or
guardians should accompany minors
during the age assessment in order to
avoid abusive situations, and that authorities should avoid potentially subjective
age assessments conducted by only one
official.

The survey revealed that very few newcomers are aware of the possibility of
getting a loan to start a new business.
Migrants and refugees also noted that
when this information was available, it
was often difficult to understand.
The EMAB recommends that authorities
and agencies provide better information
on microcredit opportunities and simplify the processes and requirements for
obtaining loans.
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The EMAB recommends that information about studies is provided in multiple
languages and that migrants’ academic
qualifications are recognised. In addition,
more programmes for short trainings
should be developed to support people
who just need a “refresher course” in a
desired field.

EU Action Plan on return
The consultation found that forced return
is a pressing anxiety for many respondents, and a challenge to their ability to
integrate. More than half the participants
said they were not considering returning
to their country of origin and would not
consider moving voluntarily to a third
country. Many participants said they
would prefer more investment in integration efforts than forced return policies.
As seeking asylum is not a crime but a
human right, the EMAB recommends
that detention centres be closed. Financial resources should instead be dedicated to support the social inclusion of
migrants and refugees
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EVENT 4 4TH DEC 2018

Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees Conference
4th December 2018
What followed was a very
lively panel discussion
between Councellor Asher Craig (Bristol deputy
mayor), Olivier Onidi
(Deputy Director General,
DG HOME), Lefteris PaThe Committee of the
pagiannakis (Vice-Mayor,
Regions’ President KarlAthens), and Gerry Woop
Heinz Lambertz and Dim(Permanent Secretary for
itris Avramopoulos, Com- EU Affairs, Berlin). The
missioner for Migration,
panel discussed imporHome Affairs and Citizentant topics for cities, such
ship, opened the conferas: how can we ensure
ence. They highlighted
European funding for
the inspiring results of the migrants and refugees in
Partnership. The European cities? How can we change
Commissioner for Migrathe negative narrative on
tion Avramopolous statmigration? The vice mayor
ed that the coordination
of Athens Leftertis Papagiamongst regional, local
annakis stated:
and European level is key
“Human mobility is part
for effective integration.
of human history, not to
“Integration must be a
say it is human history”.
mainstreamed and long
term priority and not
The European Migrant
treated as an emergenAdvisory Board members
cy”.
presented the “Ask the
People” consultation results they had carried out
among more than 500 mi-
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grants and refugees living
in EU cities. Besides this,
the participants got the
chance to hear more about
the different partnership
actions.
A second panel, bringing together Anna Lisa
Boni (Secretary General
EUROCITIES), Michael
Collins (Deputy Director Committee of the
Regions), Wallis Goelen
Vandenbrock (Head of
Unit on Inclusive Growth,
Urban and Territorial
Development, DG REGIO),
and Frédéric Vallier (Secretary General Council of
European Municipalities
and Regions), closed the
day with a discussion on
the importance of the
cooperation between the
local and EU level when it
comes to the inclusion of
migrants and refugees.

“
WHILE SOME POLITICIANS USED MIGRATION
IN THE EU TO PLAY WITH FEARS, CITIES AND
REGIONS HAVE BEEN ON THE FRONT LINE
WELCOMING & INTEGRATING NEWCOMERS
TO THEIR COMMUNITIES
Karl-Heinz Lambertz
President of the
Commitee of the Regions

“

Together with the Committee of the Regions, the
Partnership organised a
conference to show the
main achievements of
three years of joint work.
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NEXT STEPS

THE FUTURE OF THE
PARTNERSHIP
Officially the Partnership should have
ended in December 2018. However, all
the members of the Partnership agreed
that the partnership should be extended
with a minimum of one year, 2019-2020.
Main reason is to within this year evaluate the Partnership and develop a proposal for the future. All members agreed
that the Partnership should evolve from
being a project into becoming a way of
working between cities, member states,

the European Commission and other relevant stakeholders. The evaluation of the
partnership will be finalised in September. In September the Partnership will
come together in Helsinki to decide on
how the new Partnership should look like
from January 2020 on. The Partnership
will take a decision about its future by the
end of 2019.

“

PARTNERSHIP ON
INCLUSION UNDER THE
EU URBAN AGENDA
DEMONSTRATED THAT
THERE ARE THOUSANDS
OF EXAMPLES ACROSS
EUROPE OF LOCAL
COMMUNITIES WHERE
INTEGRATION IS A
REALITY, AND WHERE
DIVERSITY IS AN ASSET.
EU IS COMMITTED TO
CONTINUE SUPPORTING
THESE EFFORTS.
Dimitris Avramopoulos
Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs
and Citizenship. (2014-2019)
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